104    ELECTRIC DISCHARGES, WAVES AND IMPULSES,
circuit and measuring the voltage across the inductance by spark
gap.   These traveling waves of very high frequency are extremely
local, often extending over a few hundred feet only.
An approximate estimate of the effective frequency of these very
high frequency local traveling waves can often be made from their
striking distance_across a small inductance, by means of the
relation ~ = y tt ** z*> discussed in Lecture VL
T-o         'Co
For instance, in the 100,000- volt transmission line of Fig. 484,
the closing of the high-tension oil switch produces a high-frequency
oscillation which at a point near its origin, that in, near the switch,
jumps a spark gap of 3.3 cm. length, corresponding to e\ = 35,000
volts, across the terminals of a small inductance consisting of 34
turns of 1.3 cm. copper rod, of 15 cm. mean diameter and 80 cm.
length. The inductance of this coil is calculated as approxi-
mately 13 microhenrys. The line constants, from line to neutral,
are L » 0.323 henry, C = 2.2 X 10'*"6 farad; hence z0 « \ll\ *
*  C
V(H465 X 108 = 383 ohms.
The sudden change of voltage at the line terminals, produced
by closing the switch, is -••  V- •• » 57,700 volts effective, or a
v!J
maximum of e0 - 57,700 X \/2 « 81,500 volts, and thus given
a maximum transient current in the impulse, of ? a = '•- « 212
£0
amperes. i0 » 212 amperes maximum, traversing the inductance
of 13 microhenrys, thus give the voltage, reworded by the spark
gap, of ei = 35,000. If then / * frequency of impulse, it in
or,	f-vSr
/i TTjfjlo
35,000
"2'i-X l3'x"iO-«
« 2,000,000 cycles.
37. A common form of traveling wave is the discharge of a
local accumulation of stored energy, as produced for instance by
a direct or induced lightning stroke, or by the local disturbance
caused by a change of circuit conditions, as by switching, the
blowing of fuses, etc.

